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Group Project Assignment #1 


Research Questions and Model 


(Due via Blackboard “Assignments”; One submission per group) 


 


Feedback on Research Topic: 


 


I am listing a few general comments here after reviewing your research topics: 


 Make sure you do not assume readers know your specific research area and your 


technical terms. Provide sufficient background information for the “problem” you are 


investigating. For example, you should describe the specific organizations or people 


involved in your study, give examples for the phenomenon you are studying, and define 


key terms and acronyms.  


 


 Make sure you identify different dimensions that constitute your general construct. For 


example, if your general construct is job satisfaction, what dimensions constitute job 


satisfaction? Make sure the majority of your dimensions are constructs themselves. 


Why?  


 


Let me give you an example. Assuming you decided that the dimensions for job 


satisfaction includes (1) age, (2) gender and (3) job category. There is nothing wrong 


with these dimensions and they probably do influence job satisfaction. That being said, 


you probably should still include them in your study. However, if the majority of your 


dimensions are similar to these, it is not ideal. Anyone who has NOT taken this course 


can easily measure such objective properties. (Information like age, gender, and job 


category is objective.) What makes you different after you take this course? Your skills to 


measure subjective properties that are unobservable (i.e., constructs)! Later in the 


course, you will learn about scaling techniques (e.g., Likert scale and semantic 


differential scale) to measure constructs.  


 


In fact, in the real world, “gender” is rarely the real cause of a problem. Let’s say it is true 


that female employees are more satisfied than male employees in general (just an 


example). However, “gender” is unlikely the real cause – it is what is unique and specific 


about females that drives the differences. Perhaps females are better in establishing and 


maintaining relationships with their colleagues than males are (again, just an example) so 


they are more satisfied. Therefore, “peer relationship” (a construct) may be a good 


dimension for job satisfaction. Again, it is just an example on top of my head and it does 


NOT mean that you have to include “peer relationship” in your study! Remember – 
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constructs are labels created and invented by researchers to study the phenomenon at 


hand so you will create your own constructs. Note that there is another good reason why 


the majority of your dimensions should be constructs. In the real world, most likely, 


something psychological and unseen (constructs) are the real factors that influence 


observable behavior.  


 


 As I mentioned, experiment is the only method that allows you to study causality (cause 


and effect). Survey studies are correlational and NOT causal. For example, you cannot 


say A causes B if you measure A and B at the same time in a survey. However, in order 


to prove causality, A must occur before B.  


 


Since you are going to use survey for this course, does it mean that you cannot wonder 


“why” certain phenomenon occurs? No. You should always be curious why certain things 


happen the way they do. This is your thought process and it is definitely valid for you to 


wonder why. Once you identified some possible constructs that may be the reasons and 


include them in your study, you need to keep in mind that your results cannot prove 


causality. That is, you need to be careful in your interpretation of the results because you 


should be aware that you are using survey studies that do not allow you to “scientifically” 


prove causality. Again, you may wonder “why” in your thought process to come up with 


those dimensions/constructs, however, you may not say that your study has shown 


causality in your interpretation and final report.  


 


 You need to decide on your “audiences” when you think about your potential 


respondents. Take a look at this example: 


Dilemma: There has been a recent surge in automobile tire failures, which has resulted in 


automobile accidents, injuries, and deaths. 


Possible Audiences: (a) The tire manufacturer. (b) A new car dealership. (c) Any 


individual considering a new car purchase. (d) Any individual who already owns an 


automobile with this brand of tires. (e) Any individual who was injured during a tire 


failure incident. 


You may be very specific and choose only one audience (recommended). Or you may 


choose to include more than one audience if you are afraid that you do not have enough 


samples. It is okay if you want to include more than one audience so you can get more 


respondents. However, you should do so only if you do NOT need to design more than 


one instrument (questionnaire). That is, it is probably reasonable to include current and 


potential customers as they may be able to answer the same questionnaire. However, 


surveying potential customers and dealership managers may require two separate 


questionnaires and thus should be avoided. Of course, depending on your research 


question, sometimes it is not even reasonable to combine data from current and potential 


customers. Please carefully consider whether or not you can get around 20 people for 
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your survey (of course, more is always better) and whether or not it makes sense to 


combine audiences. 


 As you think about your research questions, you may consider studying group 
differences. Demographic information usually allows you to study group differences 


and should always be collected in any research study. For example, TAMUCT has a big 


number of military students. It would be interesting to study if military and non-military 


students would value different dimensions of educational experiences. These differences 


will be helpful for recommending specific solutions for specific groups of people.  


 


Requirements for Assignment #1: 


 


Part 1: Literature Search 


 


You need to do a literature search first. Remember, secondary information resulting from your 


literature search will help you identify and fine-tune your research and investigative questions. 


You need to cite at least eight (8) articles (peer-reviewed journal articles are preferred). 


 


You must have in-text citations, in addition to the reference page (see the APA Style Citations 


posted under Module 4). Not including in-text citations will result in point deduction.  


 


Constructing search query (search statement) is critical to literature search. A general term (e.g., 


“business”) is useless in a search engine. You need to come up with more precise search query 


for your research project’s management question. See Advanced Search posted under Module 4. 


 


APA format is required for your citations. I posted handouts of APA citation format on 


Blackboard. In addition, our library has great resources for APA citations and also check out 


Purdue Owl.  


 


Part 2: Write-Up 


 


Your write-up for assignment #1 should be prepared using the format spelled out in your text in 


Chapter 4 and part of Chapter 5. Also look at P.115 in your text. 


 


You will need to include the following elements: 


 Introduction 


(Introduce your team and your research study. Also, what motivates you to do this 


research in this first place?) 
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 Background  


(If someone knows nothing about your field and/or specific situation at hand and yet 


wants to read about your study, what information will you provide to fill in the 


information gap?)  


 Management dilemma 


(Symptoms; opportunities or problems) 


 Management question 


(Restatement of management dilemma in the question form) 


 Research questions 


(Decision alternatives. Usually these are different dimensions of your general construct.) 


 Investigative questions (research objectives) 


(Exactly what information/constructs you need to choose between your decisions 


alternatives. Each research question should have a unique set of investigative questions. 


Group your investigative questions by research questions.) 


 Importance/benefits of your study 


(Impact of your study results) 


 Conceptual model (graph) 


(It is always good to include a model that visually shows how various concepts and 


constructs are related in a meaningful way. There are different ways to draw your 


conceptual model. I provided a sample model at the end of this file.) 


 


DO NOT INCLUDE COMPONENTS THAT ARE NOT LISTED ABOVE. Your model has 


to match your questions. If you said you would study certain construct, I should expect to see 


relevant dimensions of that construct on your model too. I will go back and forth between your 


questions and models to see if they are consistent and making sense. Logic is very important. 


 


Formal language must be used and your write-up should be grammatically correct, neat, 


organized, succinct, and clear. Please use Times New Roman and font size 12. I do not have 


a page minimum or maximum requirement for this assignment. However, your response must 


be thoughtful and specific. APA format is required (i.e., you must have a cover page and so on 


according the APA format).  
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Important: 


Investigative questions must be grouped by research question. In other words, EACH research 


question should have a UNIQUE set of investigative questions. 


In-text citations should be integrated throughout the proposal, rather than being included as a 


stand-alone summary paragraphs. For example, you should cite relevant literature for EACH 


research question to show why this particular research question is chosen. You should also cite 


relevant literature to show why certain investigative questions are chosen (if applicable). In 


other words, you must cite literature to justify why you study these particular things, not other 


things.  
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Sample Model of Problem (An Example) 


 


Consumer 


Review Sites  


 


Demographic


s  


Personal 


Expression 


Attitudes 


Usage  


Excitement 


Motives  


Exciting  


Enjoyment  


Thrilling  


Moral  


Beliefs 


Publish 


Informatio


n  


How efficient  


How 


frequently 


How often 


Which Sites  


Review 


Information 
How Often 


Highest level of 


education 


obtained by users 


Occupation 


of user  


Income of user 


Age of user 


(+26) 


Gender of 


user 


AskAPatient.com ConsumerReports.org 


Amazon.com 


E opinions 


Ebay.com 


Simple: 


Challenging 


Negative: Positive  


Worthless: 


Valuable 


Percent  


Truthful 


How Frequent   


Not Favorable: 


Favorable  


Not Important: 


Important 


Accomplishment  Well 


Respected  


Feel 


Obligated  


Interactive  
Other Users 
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